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I NTRODUCT I ON

LANDREC has been developed with the idea of assisting the reclamation
of derel ict land, €specially on complex calculations requiring Pro-
cesses and a qu ick presentat ion of the new des ign. The programming
of several of the used algorithms is shown in various Publ ications,
instead some others are original ones.

Although the structuring of LANDREC nay suggest an application of a

close methodology, it has been made according to the general Process
of engineering projects.0nce the problem to solve is identified' the
purpose which def ines the on-going projects is the generation and

evaluation of every proposed solution from different view-points.
As an example, a useful methodology would be as follows:

Design of several solutions to the reclamation problem, and their
input to the computer.

Evaluation of every cost -economic, ecologic and social ones- of
each prearrenged solution. Some of these costs are difficult to com-
pute.

Selection of the best possible solution. Among a number of Possible
options (tfte suitable generated solutions) which satisfies a set of
different objectives (economical, ecological, social and so on). ln
this way the problem may lead to decision making under multiple-
objective condit ions. .

To satisfy the previous needs and from a merely operative point of
view, LANDREC has been arranged in three ma in subsets of Programs:

EVALUATI0N programs al low to get numerbal and graphic displays of
every solution shaped on a map. Firstly it is necessary to input the
present and the new topographic configuration in the comPuter stora-
ge devices, either by using a grid method or a digitizer.
INTi4OREINF programs allow input of information about the influence
of the reclamation on the nearby areas by a load of other programs
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developed in our department wich study landscape f ragil ity, the
vul nerab i I i ty of the vegetat ion

INTEGRATI0N programs are designed to test
tions in order to select the best one. lt
gori thms developed from the ut i I i ty theory
tqchn i ques.

An area in the valley of Jarama river has
programs. Extractions of gravel have taken
the material (200.000 m3) lies in the area
more diff icult.

EVALUAT I ON

all the generated solu-
is possible to use al
and others using "soft"

been chosen to apply these
place in it and some of
and makes the recovery

These programs provide numerical and graphic displays of every Pro-
posed solution to the reclaimed area. To compute them it is necessa
ry to input the actual state and the proposed solutions into the
computer. Then it is possible to draw a conic perspective of the
area from an) vlew-point you choose, from which the designer may

provide a general landscape value to the solution. lt is also possi
ble to know the economic cost of the earthworks and to minimize it
using the transport algorithm. Final ly, the drainage network can be

studied in order to obtain the kinetic energ)' of runoff in every
point.
The results of this approach may be 'rest imates" or rrinterpretations"
rather than measurements, they will allow comparisons between solu-
tions. This level of knowledge is certainly attainable and is suffi-
cient in most of the reclamation processes. lt goes without saying
that the greater the accuracy in quantifying the values, the more
precise wi I I be the results obta ined.

lntroducing information into the comPuter storage devices
and to disPlaY the actual

topcgraphic configuration it is necessary to shape them on toPogra-
phicil maps,with their vertical component (tf,e actual or the new

rel ief) as wel I as the horizontal one (tfte actual or the new land-
use assigned to the zone) . There are two ways to input both charac-
teristics into the computer; the raster method in wich toPographic
and land use information can be stored as a matrix of values repre-
senting elevations or different land uses at mesh pointa on a grid'
and the vectorial method in which the information is stored as a set
of points that represen contour I ines or the I ines that seParate
different classes of land use.

Most of the applications may be done either from a raster or from
a vectorial data base, but usually the vectorial way allows a bigger
prec i s ion. However, because of the low speed and shortage of mernory

of the microcomputers, it is very frequently necessary to translate
the vectorial base into a raster one.0n the other hand, the graphic
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outputs from a pinter of characters are more and more conside-
red as low quality products, but plotter outputs need a vecto-
rial base. These considerations and the comparatively high
price of the digitizers allow us to suggest the use of both
data base systems.

Before beguining to input information, it is necessary to make
decisions about the number of points per length unit, if infor-
mation is going to inputf rom a digitizer, or about the suitable
mesh size if a square grid is going to be superimposed on the
map to input the information of each cell.
The first problem can be solved by studying the whole length of
lines to input and the available capacity of the computer devi-
ces. The second one is a bit more complex; f rom a sampl ing point
of view the ideal mesh has a spacing that ensures the existence
of at least one point between each pair of contours (MacDougall-1).
However, this consideration can imply a rather smal I grid size.
To solve this problem we are developing a method which forces a
grid size with a low standard error for the systematic sampling
consisting in the choice of a point of each cell, and that on
the other hand, it has a low processing data time cost.
There exists an automatic way to obtain a standad new topographi-
cal configuration with minimum earthwork and with a slope that
allows the growth of the vegetation; this method is not however
avai lable in microcomputers.

It consists in using the goal programming method to mlnimize
positive and negative deviations between the present and the new
elevations of the point chosen to make the analysis. To reduce
the number of the decision variables it is possible to change the
size of the grid, using a higher size on the flatter areas and
another smal ler on those with a steep slope. ln this case, it is
necessary to multiply the decision variable by the area assigned
to each point of the grid. As the minimum vegetation growth
slope may be changed from one land use to another, it also seems
suitable to construct the new grid considering the type of
vegetat ion wh i ch wi I I grow.

ln this model the restrictions reflect the higher slope al lowed
in each cell. A linear way of constructing these constraints con-
sists in obtaining the slope of a cel I as the average slope of
i!s eight nearby ones. 0ther constraints must reflect the incompa-
tibility of positive and negative deviations on the same cel l.

Drawing conic perspectives.

The dr.awing of perspect ives is one of the most powerf ul tool s in
analysis and design of areas to reclaim. The conic rePresentation
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system provides a very intuitive drawing of the actual and
future topographic conf igurations, and al lows the decision
maker to assign a general landscape value to every proposed
solution. We have chosen the I'DELPHI" method (Oalkey -2) to
assign this value. The consulted experts have been selected
from one mul tidiscipl inary team that works on land reclamation.
However, the advantage of this method consists in the possibi-
lity of introducing information f rom local authorities, ecolo-
gists and every social group interested in this decision. The
average of these values was presented to the decision maker on
each step of the delphi. (rig. 1 - 5).

The perspective operations consists in the transformation of
lines f rom three dimensions into tlo dimension coordinates on a
screen between the observer and the three dimensional real space.
lnterchanging the focus lenght and the scale of representation,
it is possible to obtain a drawing equivalent to a photograph
(lt ickerson -3). Parameters to input are the distance between the
observer and the screen and the nbw line of vision which is
obtained from two points: the observer and the viewed point. The
screen will be a normal plane to the mean view line drawn at a
focus distance from the observer point.

0nce the screen plane is selected, the next step consists in
inscribing the area to draw in a square parallelogram which must
belong to the 7=0 real plane, and with two axes parallel to the
screen plane. This paral lelogram may be introduced into the compu-
ter by selecting three of their four vertices. Later, a set of
paral lel cross section diagrams has to be designed, beguinning
with the nearest to the observer's point. Parameters to be intro-
duced are: distance among cross sections and the interval length
along each one.

Every cross section is projected by intersecting the straight I ine
that joins the observer and the analyzed point in the considered
section with the screen plane, and then I inking every projected
point with a straight I ine. To project a point whose real coordina-
tes are (X,Y,Z) into the screen plane in which coordinates are
(xl,Yl,Zl), it is possible to use the equation (l).

= INV
Uy
Vy
Wy

(r)Iu"
lvx
lt*Ii] [] :kfi 

]

Where: (UxrUy,Uz) Unitary vector paral lel to the horizontal
of the screen placed on the projection of
viewpoint and referred to the real coordi

(Vx,Vy,Vz) td., but parallel to vertical axes of the
(Wx,Wy,Wz) td., but normal to the screen.

axes
the

na tes .

screen.
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It is possible to draw the whole area with the PersPective
computation method that has been described. However, when you
look at an area from any point, there are a lot of hidden
spots which it is convenient to eliminate of the drawing. For
that, we start analyzing the nearest section to the observer's
point; obviously all ihis section will be noticed. The procedu-
re of project lng the next nea rest sect ion may be sunmar ized as
follows:

Analyze the sect ion; remember that the persPect iye of a

section is obtained by projecting each one of their I ines.

Determine if the initial and final points of the analyzed
I ine have an rryrr coord inate above or below the last section
p roj ected .

ldentify al I the cutting points between the analyzed I ine
and the last projected section.
Decision rules to draw are:

. lf the border points are both below the last projection
and there are no cutting points, then, the llne has not
to be drawn.

. lf the border points are both above the last projection
and there are no cutting points, then, the I ine has to
be drawn as a whole.

. lf there are cutting points, the subsegments of the line
defined by the borders and the cutting points, wil I be

drawn alternately (one is drawn and the next one is not
if the first point is noticed).

Analyze next I ine.

Now the last Projected section
the drawn subsegments of the I

the comPuter to continue with

To make prominent the perspective it
set of cross sect ions perPend icul ar

Ea rthwork ca I cu I at i ons

From the four techniques stated by Munson-A to estimate the volume
to be cut or filled in a construction project, we have chosen the
cross sectioning. This method involves the measurement of areas on

a set of parallel cross diagrams,and it is necessary to consider
on each section the existing and the proposed topographic configu-
ration, in order to pick out spots to be cut and to be f il led and

to measure the surface of solid material to remove. This quantity
has to be multiplied by the distance between cross sections to ob-
tain the volume. The computer processes these values to determine
areas to be cut or to be filled, and provides a graphical output
with these areas on a plan. (Fig.4).

has to be completed with al I

ines, and it is saved into
the next nearest section.
is possible to draw another

to the explained above.
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Next step consists in determining the boundary of cutting and
filling zones corresponding to all sections over the study area
and then in calculating the volume on each enclosed zone. This
may be handmade or with a computer program. J0INT program f or
example starts on a point in which actual and proposed solution
has the same heigth and progresses by searching the nearest
point with this feature; if in this path, the line goes only
across cutting or f ill ing areas, then this straight line belongs
to the border between cutting and fill ing zones and then it is
saved into the computer; if it is not, the search progresses
towards the next nearest point and so on. Vlhen the algorithm
reaches the initial point, itthen progresses in the same way as
the Dantzig-5 algorithm to f ind the shortest route on a network.
0nce cutting and filling areas are ider.tified, its volume is
computed by adding the volumes enclosed on each area. (fig. 4

and Tab.l).

Table

Volume of rnaterial to

Cutt ing area Vo I ume

1 558
112

12183
750
375
915
133
132
3z

2358
233

1 0860

on each actuat ion

Filling area

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
ll{
15

16

unity (see Fig

Vo I ume (m3)

375
48
2\
37
50
95

239
671

2

954
21 375
\721

37
50

878
93

I

remove

(m3)

4)

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

The cross sectloning method is considerably more difficult to
program than the grid method used to obtain the standard solu-
tion, but it has the advantage of acepting data from a raster or
from a vectorial data base.

To consider the economic cost of earthwork for each solution let
uS turn to the mathematical programming, more Precisely to the
transportation model. ln general, this model is concerned with
transporting goods from multiple supply to multiple demand centers.

./.
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Such s ituation deals with optimization of earth work f rom se-
veral excavation sites to other fill ing or dumping areas. The
algorithm employed to solve the transportation model was the
Hodified Distribution Method (mOOt) .

To apply this technique is necessary to define supply and de-
mand centers and the distance between them. Obviously the
supply centers are the areas to cut and poss ibly addit ional
areas to excavate material; in the same way, demand centers
are the areas to f ill and possibly a waste area. The given'so-
lutions have been des igned so that additional cutting or f il I ing
areas were not needed; in this way the project will be cheaper.
The distance between cutting and f illing areas presents more
problems. lf a computer with a great storage capacity is avai-
lable, then it will be possible to identify the unity of actua-
tion as the cell and use the grid method to estimate the earth-
work; in this case the distance may be defined as the length of
the line that join two cells, drawing this line on the actual
topographic configuration. 0n the other hand, if, as previously,
the cutting and f illing areas are the units of actuation, it may
seem shocking to consider orrly one distance between cuts and
f il ls, obviously a part of a cutting area may be quite near a
part of a f i'l I ing area, but it rvil I be not so if we consider the
area as a whole. However as we are looking for an index to compa-
re economic cost with others, it is possible to define the dis-
tance between areas as the distance between gravity centers of
cutting and fi I I ing areas. The volume of material transported
inside the area may be observed on Fig.l+. Once the f low of ma-
terial is known, it is possible to estimate a cost as is shown
on table 2.

Table 2

Economi c cost of earthwork (see Fig.4)
Volume to remove

cuttins area Fillins area Distance f:[ l?i, i.T:::: AB

I
I
I
2
2

3

1

2

1l
1

3
11

9,7
9

35
12

8

27 .5

X

x
x
X

X

x

possible to

297
48

1 ?23
88
2\

12183

(ns the unitary prices -A and B-
obtain the total cost)

A:
B:

Push i ng t ransport .

Load on truck transport

are known, it is
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The dralnage network.

This subroutine is shaped as a searching algorithm of the adja-
cent cell with the biggest negative slope. 0nce the drainage
network is discovered, the flow of a cell is achieved from the
amount of rain brought by the receiver watershed of the cell
under cons i derat ion.

It is assumed, in a first approach, that soil nature is homoge-
neous, thoug we must consider that the soil erosion of the
different soil spots may be modified.

Finally RUNOFF program fu-lfils the calculation gathered because
of the erosive vulnerabil ity in each cell, determining the
adding of vulnerabilities of the spots that drain into the cel I

under consideration. This value of vulnerability may be used as
an index when we liken different topographic conf igurations.
EVALUATI0N offers a subroutine in which is calculated the vulne-
rabi I ity to water erosion of the feasible topographical configu-
rations. The soil erosive vulnerability is proportional to the
water kinetic energy of the water that florvs along the watershed
given to every cell and to the soil inherent erosion because of
i ts edaph i c nature.

Kinetic energy on each cell is the result of the, f low, speediness
anC slope of the spot, and it is analytically stated by equation(2)

E = K/z.e?/3 s2/3 (z)

Q= Cel I flow
g= Cel I slope

Slope is achieved directly from topographic conf iguration; the
unity of flow is considered in this application. The whole erosio-
nal energy on each polnt is obtained by adding all the individual
kinetic energy of every cell belonging to its watershed. The out-
put of these programs may be shown on fig. 5-6.

I NTMORE I NF

The area to be reclamed cannot be considered as an independent
spot with respect to its nearby areas. Every proposed sol ut ion
will extend its influence to a superface bigger than the own

actuation place. ln this way INTM0REINF programs allow to call
for other programming package in order to study different vulnera-
bilities on the surrounding spots. These programs do not belong
to LANDREC package; however, they are necessary to improve a

complete recl amat ion.
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Among the available programs to study the influence of the area
to be reclamed in its nearby zone we can mention those applied
to obta i n: The frag i I i ty and qual i ty of vegeiat ion (Escri bano -6,
Aramburu et al -7) , landscape quality and f ragil ity (Aguil5 and
Ramos -8, and Aguil6, Gonz6lez and Ramos -9), soil erosion (Con-
z6lez and Martinez Falero -10) , the risk of watertable pol lution
(Sainz de Omefraca -11) the change into the communications net-
work (Ramos and Saenz -12, Martinez Falero -13) etc. As in
EVALUAT l0N programs , INTMORE INF ones rnust start f rom the mapp ing
out of the basic aspects of the area. ln this way it is necessary
to introduce into the computer infornatIon about vegetation,
geogoly, watertable, . . .

I NTEGRAT I ON

It does not seem necessary to emphasize the difficulty of evalua-
ting economic, ecologic and landscape values altogether. Many

times, the land reclamation process may end by giving the above
mentioned values, and it corresponds to the decision maker to
choose the beEt solution. However, there are several techniques
to obtain a single value, starting from apparently not commensu-
rable objectives. These tools avoid the hard and strict cardinal
metrics to which engineers are accustomed, and take into conside-
rat;on ordinal metrIc or rneditated personal decisions which come
from a knowledge of the state of the art and not from personal
emot ions (Ramos -14) .

INTEGRATI0N subroutines have two avai lable programs which may

help to obtain the single value. The firs is based on the utility
theory and presents some difficulties for people not accostumed
to such subjects. The second is based on the concordance method,
a soft technique. Both start from a solutions-objectives matrix
in which every solution appears as a row of the matrix;the le-
vels of attainment of a desirable objective are represented by
columns. These objectives are the above obtained values and any
other than the decision maker wants to introduce.

Utility theory.

To apply these programs it is necessary to explore the decision
maker preference, in order to build a real variable function re-
presenting the structure of preferences. 0bviously, to shape the
preference into a mathematical function it is necessary that the
decisor has a criterion to establish it between each couple of
solutions. To make a simpl if ication we wlll suppose that the
level of attainment of every objective is known. ln this way it is
possible to omit the util ity theory under risk and uncertainty.
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The first task to do is to explore the existence of such function.
However theorems to verify it (Debreu -15, Fishburn -16, Luce
and Suppes -17) are quite abs tract and complex. For this reason
we will follorv the ChanKong and Haimes -18 point of view and
will suppose the existence of such functions.

One of the bigger problems in def ining the utility function l ies
in the multidisciplinarity of the problem. A logical way to remo-
ve i t cons ists in reduc ing the d imens ion of the p'rob I em as f ar
as poss ible. To atta in the reduct ion it is poss ible to group the
objec.tives in independent sets. Once the global utility has been
disarranged, the simplest resulting function may be easily
obtained, and then, combined to get the total one. There are
many kinds of decompos it ions. Expressbn (l) shows some of them.

u(i)= krUr

u(i)= k.Ur

u (i)= k.u 
r

(*, ) *kzuz(xr) +. . . *knun (*n)

(x.,).u(xr)

(x').u(xr)

Add i t i ve funct ion (1. t )

Multiplicative 3.2). Un (xn)

.u (x )nn (l. r)

The ideal case would consist in thet every objective was indepen-
dent. lf there are two or more objectives which are not reciproca-
lly independent and, however, they are independent if considered
as a whole, it is possible to reduce these objectives into only
one by applying the cross-matricial way.This method transforms
two objectives into only one by asking the decisbn maker for the
combined value of every couple of numbers, the first representing
the value of an objective and the second representing the value
of the other.

Add i t ive funct ion.

Once the decision matrix has been introduced into the comPuter,the
first thing to test consists in studying the possibility of di-
sarranging the objectives into a complete set of independent grouPs.
ln th is way the computer program asks for the rrmutua I and prefe-
rencial" independence relation among the elements of the field
generated by the set of all the objectives. Every time the deci-
sion maker has to perform an opinion about independence, the com-
puter d isplays the express ion (4) .

Pol i nomnal

belong to the considerede = (-'-'-' " ') ob iect ives thatlll a
t -f ield element e is mutual and
given a determinated value in 6

preferential independent I'( tat; v-x;, i'i n v yO :

xa) ) (x';G) 
(,.,)( x; (;) > (x; x;) =" ( x;

and this happens to every chosen fixed value.
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Then, the computer displays al I the above inequations in a

combinatorial way, in order to test the decision maker oPinion.
lf the level of attainment of objectives are not integer num-

bers, lt is possib.le to build up an integer scale and to apPly
the same process.

\,Jhen it was possible to obtain the set of all objectives as the
union of independent and disjointed -f ield elements, then an

additive function may be defined on these elements.

Qnce the complete set of elements has been chosen, it is necessa-
ry to get the utility function of every one. ln this waY, the
computer provides information and allows to make use of the
"direct'r and the "half pointn methods (fishburn -19) which are
combinated with the Kirwood and Sarin -20 theorem. We will not
describe them to simplify this description. However, it is
important to remark that this process ls based on questions put
to the decision maker in other to reflect his preference as

accurately as possible.

Next step consists in obtaining the value of the k. parameters
( i=l , . . . , n) of the (3.1) express ion. There are two ways to do it:
the handmade method developed by Ramos and 0tero -21, and the
computer one. Parameters to input in this last one are n couples
of solutions with the same utility. Then, it is possible to
stablish a n-linear ecuation system and to solve it in or'ier to
obtain the unknown parameters.

Finally rhe global additive utility may be obtained by multiply-
ing the k u"iu" of every independent element of the -f ield
by its unitary utility, and adding these values all over the
complete set.

0ther ut i I i ty funct ions.

The remaining functions exposed on (3) expression may be developed
in a simiIar way. Holever, the independence concept becomes more

complex (multiplicative decomposition may be seen on Keeney and

Raiffa -22). For this reason we postulate the use of soft models

when additive decomposition is not Possible.

Soft model s.

These techniques have
maker may not establ i

solutions. We all know
solutions in order to
as the other. This Po

"rel at ion of order".
very intu i t ive method
case of rrnrr d if ferent

been developed to be used when the decision
sh a preferential order among all the suitable
how difficult is to comPare every couple of
decide which is'rat least as preferredll

int may suggest the construction of a weaker
To solve this problem, Roy -23,24, stated a

which was appl ied by Nijkamp -25. ln the
solutions, it may be summarised as fol lows:
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Ask the decision maker
objective, ir order to
to its importance.

the 'rmean i ngil of perform ing each
assign a f iied vaiue correiponding

-To
be

sets must

k objective.

The above a lgor ithm is easy to com[ruf g.

ln this way it is possible to reduce the dimension of every suitable
solut ion, f rom the rrnrr or ig inal object ives, to two components. The
first one reflecting the number of preferred solutions, and the se-
con'i the nurnber of inferior ones. lt is possible to increase the
number of solutions afected by this "relation of order" by reducing
the parameter, although th is reduct ion impl les an increase of the
r i sk and mus t be hardbd ca ref u I I y
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STANDARD SOLUTION

PRESE}IT TOPOGRAPHIC

CONFIGURATION

Determine homogeneous unities
based on:

- Proposed land use

- Homogeneous slope
And estimate a maximum

admisible slope compatible
with the land use rrroposed.

Superimpose a different square
grid over each unitv in order
to obtain the heigth of every
vertex (2. ) (The steener the

I
slope the smaller the grid
size)

YL, determLne the slope of the
regresLon nlane deflned try the
noint and Lts three nearby
ones

srope (i) = -3j5
\i'r2 * u2

T = zL - zL*- zit * zLI

U = ZL * ,L*- Zit - ZiI

1.= Grid length
1

andk-demandspot
to K - spot

==) Kf slack variables
=) *, artificial variables
=* n decision variables (Srs)

Simplex table =

DXD)DX

If slope (i) > maximum admisible slope =+ i is a suoply spot

=K (volume of material to be removed from the k - spot)
sK = Qx - z'K) L2K

K = 7, 2, ...., Kt

If slope (i) l maximurit admisible slope * i, is a posible demand

spot dk (volume of material to be stored on the k - spot)
dk = (Z'K zK) Ii

Zi = Heigth of the K - spot
Z'K = Maximum heigth of the k - snot with an admisihle slope

D1

l(- K^
Min at a' Dt. /, rs

r=1 s=1
K2
r

s.t ), S = S-rss= -L

K.
\-'s <d1, rs

r=1

rS

(r = l- ,2, . .. ,K1)

, (= = L12,...rK2)

D+ D = Distance between rrs
S - Material to rernovers

- supply soot
from r - spot

If K1 = n" of -< constraints
*2 = tto of = constraints
N=Kr+K,

For Phase r + 3 (2+N)x(2+2N) No of d.v Memorv

170

200

240

355

500K

750K

1000K

2000K


